Abstract: Information about clouds is important for observing and predicting weather and climate as well as for generating and distributing solar power. Most existing approaches extract cloud information from satellite data by classifying individual pixels instead of using closely integrated spatial information, ignoring the fact that clouds are highly dynamic, spatially continuous entities. This paper proposes a novel cloud classification method based on deep learning. Relying on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture for image segmentation, the presented Cloud Segmentation CNN (CS-CNN), classifies all pixels of a scene simultaneously rather than individually. We show that CS-CNN can successfully process multispectral satellite data to classify continuous phenomena such as highly dynamic clouds. The proposed approach produces excellent results on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite data in terms of quality, robustness, and runtime compared to other machine learning methods such as random forests. In particular, comparing CS-CNN with the CLAAS-2 cloud mask derived from MSG data shows high accuracy (0.94) and Heidke Skill Score (0.90) values. In contrast to a random forest, CS-CNN produces robust results and is insensitive to challenges created by coast lines and bright (sand) surface areas. Using GPU acceleration, CS-CNN requires only 25 ms of computation time for classification of images of Europe with 508 × 508 pixels.
Introduction
Reliable information about clouds is highly important for several application domains, since clouds are essential for our climate and influence many aspects of life on earth. Clouds affect global energy and water cycles on multiple scales by limiting solar irradiation and providing precipitation. Cloud information is also important for managing energy grids, since cloud coverage influences the spatial and temporal availability of solar power [1] . Furthermore, clouds are indicators for global and local weather conditions. They occur in extreme weather events such as storms and heavy rainfall that can cause severe damages and threaten human life. In particular, statistics show more frequent and severe accidents in air, land, and sea traffic during fog and low stratus (FLS) events [2] .
Remote sensing techniques using satellites provide the only way to generate global and long-term cloud datasets with spatial and temporal resolutions required for many applications [3] . Products derived from satellite data enable monitoring, prediction and consequently preparation and reaction to global as well as local weather and climate situations. Moreover, long-term satellite data are important to indicate the evidence of climate change [4] .
Several approaches [5] [6] [7] have been developed to classify pixels of satellite images as clouded or cloud-free as well as to detect more complex cloud classes such as fog and low stratus (FLS). These range from methods using a single threshold to decide whether a pixel is clouded or cloud-free to more complex classification methods from the machine learning domain that are able to deal with multiple classes. We see three major drawbacks of current methods. First, most of them focus on the independent classification of individual pixels and rarely use spatial information that extends beyond adjacent pixels. Thus, these pixel-based approaches ignore the fact that clouds are a spatially continuous and highly dynamic phenomenon. However, spatial structures and dynamics contain important information, e.g., the surface structure of clouds is particularly meaningful. Therefore, spatial statistics about the closer environment (3 × 3 pixel) of each pixel are often used, e.g., rodograms and/or 2D-variograms [8] . Nevertheless, these statistics represent only a small part of the available spatial information, and they do not take into account the spatial relationships and dynamics in larger areas and scales. Second, domain experts must manually create and select the most appropriate features for the classification task. This is a quite cumbersome and time-consuming task due to a very large number of possible features. Since a larger number of training data is beneficial to increase the accuracy of current machine learning techniques, it is useful to employ entire datasets for training. However, it is not feasible to create all features manually for datasets in the terabyte range with many channels. At the same time, feature selection also reduces the potential training data. Third, products derived from satellite data are required either in a timely manner for nowcasting or in the form of large time series for analysis. To react as quickly as possible to a situation, the processing time must be significantly shorter than the production rate of the corresponding satellite. Additionally, fast processing is particularly important for processing large time series.
To address these problems, we propose to use a deep learning approach that has shown great promises in a broad spectrum of applications [9] . In particular, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [10] [11] [12] [13] are highly suitable for object detection, image classification, and segmentation. Unlike other methods, CNNs automatically learn the most important features without involving domain experts to manually create or select them. Despite their advantages, however, all existing methods for cloud classification follow the approach that a pixel is individually treated when the model is trained and later when the trained model is used. In contrast, we use a novel version of a CNN architecture for image segmentation to classify an entire image in a holistic way. This fully exploits the spatial information during model generation and enables the efficient evaluation of the trained model, since redundant operations on adjacent pixels are avoided. While in previous work the segmentation capabilities of CNNs were used for objects such as houses in spatial RGB images [14] , a novel contribution of our work is the extension of a CNN architecture for multispectral geostationary satellite data covering the continuous nature of clouds in the atmosphere. This is a challenging task, because multispectral data consist of multiple channels with different characteristics that can change between scenes for reasons such as the diurnal cycle of the sun as well as changing atmospheric constitution and temperature.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows. We present a novel cloud classification method using a CNN architecture for image segmentation. All pixels are classified simultaneously instead of individually. We show that the proposed CNN architecture can be applied to multispectral satellite data and highly dynamic clouds. Our approach shows excellent results with respect to classification quality and runtime performance.
Related Work
Different remote sensing instruments on low earth orbiters (LEO) and geostationary satellites (GEO) provide data used for cloud detection, classification, or other related products. Stubenrauch et al. [3] provided an assessment of several global cloud datasets and the properties of the used sensor types and instruments. LEOs such as Terra and Aqua, which carry the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), have repetition cycles of 12 h outside the polar region. In contrast, GEOs support high-frequent coverage, since a geostationary position can be used to continuously monitor the same area with a temporal resolution in the range of minutes [3] . One example is the Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites with a temporal resolution of 15 min [15] . Therefore, only geostationary satellites can provide data with temporal resolutions that support real-time monitoring and creation of time series with high temporal resolutions [3] .
Bankert et al. [5] and Thies and Bendix [6] provided recent reviews on cloud detection and classification techniques. Tapakis and Charalambides [7] review cloud detection methods and their application to solar energy.
The majority of sensors on LEO and GEO platforms provide multispectral data in the infrared (IR) and visible (VIS) bands. Therefore, most cloud detection methods are designed to use spectral properties of a single channel or multiple channels to decide for each pixel whether it is covered by clouds, based on appropriate thresholds (e.g., Saunders and Kriebel [16] ). However, dynamic characteristics such as changing satellite zenith angles (the angle between satellite and the scanned surface) or changing solar irradiation (caused by the diurnal cycle of the sun) can cause challenges for threshold-based methods [17] . Dynamic threshold estimation allows deriving the relevant thresholds as a function of the contextual data, and therefore, adapts to changing characteristics. Another approach to detecting clouds relies on statistics computed from time series data. Based on these statistics, Schillings et al. [18] introduced a clear sky state to identify cloud pixels from the differences between clear sky (surface) and clouds. However, spectral properties cannot be clearly assigned to all kind of clouds in all cases, e.g., ice clouds and snow areas are difficult to separate [6] . Because of these deficiencies of the various methods, the available operational cloud mask products introduce a large set of rules to combine multiple classification methods to obtain a decision for each pixel of multispectral satellite images. Examples for operational cloud masks are the MODIS cloud mask [19] , the cloud mask of the ESA Cloud_cci project [20] , and the Cloud Mask (CMa) product from the CLoud property dAtAset using SEVIRI-Edition 2 (CLAAS-2) [21] . Some applications, such as nowcasting, require timely cloud information. To meet the processing and delivery time requirements of these applications, the very complex cloud discovery algorithms may need to be re-engineered or replicated in some cases [22] .
Machine learning methods such as random forests [23] are increasingly being applied to remote sensing tasks including cloud classification. Similar to the threshold based approaches, methods such as support vector machines (SVM) [24] and random forests (RF) [8] focus on classification of individual pixels. They are available as ready-to-use methods [25] and are also used to derive cloud-related products such as rainfall retrievals [26] . Artificial neural networks are also applied to cloud detection [27] . While most machine learning methods can use arbitrary input features, they again create a classification for each pixel individually.
Spatial information, e.g., in the form of texture features or statistics over each pixel's neighborhood, can provide valuable information, since they are often distinct and less sensitive to atmospheric effects [28] and large scale variability, such as changes in sun zenith angle and satellite zenith angle. Methods relying only on spatial properties are developed [29] or adapted from other domains [30] . Spatial information in the form of handcrafted texture features are also used for machine learning approaches such as RF [8] . However, identifying and handcrafting relevant spatial features is a cumbersome and time-consuming task. The main disadvantage of this process, however, is that it is impossible to identify all possible spatial patterns empirically and thus make them usable.
A more recent class of (deep) machine learning methods includes Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [31] , which are applied to remote sensing tasks in various settings. Similar to the threshold-based and statistical methods, cloud classification approaches using CNNs usually focus on deriving classifications for individual pixels [32] . The combination of adjacent cloud pixels to real entities is achieved through post-processing with clustering methods [33] . CNNs are also used to classify ice and water pixels using satellite data [34] and other remote sensing tasks [35, 36] . Classifying each pixel separately requires to use a trained model for each pixel, based on a sliding window moving over all pixels. In contrast to these previous works with CNNs, we propose a different approach and use a CNN architecture for full image segmentation. Thus, a trained model has to be applied once and not for every pixel. This is more efficient and corresponds to the heterogeneous and spatial continuous nature of clouds, since the whole image is considered. Note that CNN architectures for segmentation [11, 37, 38] are successfully applied to challenging problems in several areas, such as medical image segmentation [12] and segment buildings from high-resolution satellite RGB images [14, 39] . To the best of our knowledge, there are no approaches using CNN architectures for segmentation for cloud classification on multispectral data.
Data and Methods
In this section, the architecture of the proposed Cloud Segmentation CNN (CS-CNN) and the used datasets are presented in detail. CS-CNN is designed to create high-quality spatial classifications from multispectral remote sensing data. Additionally, the CS-CNN relies only on the original data and does not require handcrafted features to incorporate spatial information. CS-CNN is based on a CNN architecture for image segmentation and promises fast processing times by using GPUs and avoiding redundant operations.
The standard application of CNNs is to classify the content of a gray-scale or RGB image, e.g., an image containing a cat or a dog. A CNN architecture for such a task is usually designed as a concatenation of convolution, pooling and fully-connected neural layers, as introduced by LeCun et al. [9] . This leads to a single result vector with probabilities for each trained class. The proposed CS-CNN is aimed at deriving cloud masks from multispectral remote sensing data. Therefore, the used architecture needs to ingest multispectral satellite scenes and generate a segmentation where each pixel of the input scene is assigned to a specific cloud class. Since there is no pre-built architecture or a pre-trained model for this task, we developed CS-CNN.
Training such a CNN is a supervised learning process that requires a correctly labeled classification for each training step. During training, CS-CNN iterates over each training scene and loads all input channels together with the correct classification information (reference data). CS-CNN classifies the scene and computes the classification error or loss based on the provided ground truth. Backpropagation is then used to gradually adapt the layers of CS-CNN to minimize the loss. In our approach, each pixel of the input grid is also contained in the output grid. Therefore, for training and validation of performance, a dataset is required in which all pixels of each satellite scene are correctly labeled. While it is possible to label training data by hand for approaches producing a single pixel classification, this is unfeasible for each pixel of large multispectral satellite images.
To train and evaluate CS-CNN, we use data from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites. SEVIRI provides multispectral scenes with a temporal resolution of 15 min [15] , resulting in 96 scenes per day and 35,040 scenes per year. Because the data are available since the start of the MSG program in 2004, the training as well as the evaluation can be conducted with many data. Since it is not possible to perfectly label all these scenes manually, the well-validated Cloud Mask (CMa) from the CLAAS-2 dataset [21] were used as reference data in our work. This is, of course, a classification itself, but validation results show that it is very good. Additionally, noise in the training data is often used to prevent overfitting of the trained model [31] . Furthermore, for other segmentation tasks, generated reference data are beneficial, since they increased the number of training data [40] . Figure 1a shows an RGB-composite created from SEVIRI Channels 1-3 on the left and the CMa (b) on the right. In the example, large and small cloud areas as well as areas covered with snow (Northern Germany and the Alps) are evident. Above the North Sea, cloud fragments can be seen whose surroundings appear cloudless in the RGB image. In fact, there are cloud-contaminated pixels, as represented in the cloud mask. The combination of both datasets presents a perfect opportunity to evaluate the capabilities of CNNs with a segmentation architecture on a massive number of data for training, validation, and evaluation. Before the architecture of the CS-CNN is explained in depth, the used datasets and the connected challenges are introduced in more detail below. 
SEVIRI: VIS

MSG SEVIRI Data
The satellites of the MSG program provide images of a hemisphere (full-disc) covering the Atlantic, Europe, and Africa. Each scan produces a raster image with a size of 3712 × 3712 pixels and a resolution of 3 km × 3 km at the sub-satellite point (SSP) at 0 • N, 0 • E. Its temporal resolution is 15 min, which is the time for a full scan including required onboard processing. The eleven main channels of SEVIRI are centered at wavelengths ranging from 0.6 µm to 13.2 µm, as shown in Table 1 . Additionally, a panchromatic channel, called HRV, covers multiple wavelengths [15] . A sub-region of the SEVIRI full-disc centered on Europe was selected as our study area. This enabled the evaluation of the influence of diurnal and seasonal as well as land/sea effects while focusing on a single image tile. It covers parts of the Atlantic in the west and continental areas in the east. In the north, it covers parts of Great Britain and Norway as well as the North and Baltic Seas, while the Mediterranean Sea is covered in the south. This area, therefore, includes land and sea as well as lowlands and mountains (Alps and the Pyrenees) that are often covered by snow.
As shown in Table 1 , four channels are sensitive to reflected solar irradiation. The band/channel name coincides with the official naming for MSG-SEVIRI by EUMETSAT. The visible Channels (VIS) 1 and 2 as well as Channel 3 are dark at night, while Channel 4 covers both solar reflection and thermal emission during the day and only thermal emission during night. The other channels (Channels 5-11) measure surface emission in the mid and thermal infrared. At wavelengths of 6.2 µm and 7.3 µm, two channels cover the Water-Vapor (WV) absorption band of the atmosphere, and the channel at 9.7 µm is sensitive to Ozone concentration [15] . SEVIRI raw data are provided by the European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) and available from the EUMETSAT data portal. The available level 1.5 product is geolocated and corrected for all radiometric and geometric effects [41] . Since the MSG program started in 2004, the number of data continues to grow by approximately 8 GB (compressed) per day. Since the raw data have variable offsets and do not correspond to a physical unit, all channels are normalized and transformed in a preprocessing step. However, the handling and transformation of 10 years of SEVIRI data, totalling about 23 TB (compressed), requires adequate tools. We used the data processing tool developed in our previous work [42] to transform the solar Channels 1-3 into reflectance values [43] , to correct them to overhead sun and to transform the (IR) channels into radiance values [44] .
The geostationary position of the MSG satellites causes challenging effects in some of the 11 channels. These are mainly due to the satellite view angle and the solar zenith angle. The satellite view angle indicates the angle between the SSP and an observed pixel. It depends on the location of a pixel and increases with the distance to the SSP. This causes the edge of sensor pixels to grow up to a size of 11 km over Europe. The same effect influences the distance between satellite and pixels. Therefore, the air column and thus the amount of absorbing gases such as CO 2 also increases. Channels 1-3 pose additional challenges caused by the solar zenith angle. Obviously, these channels are dark at night and therefore do not provide information. At daytime, sunlight might get reflected by water surfaces causing glare (sunglint) effects. Channel 4 changes its characteristics depending on solar irradiation. While the IR signal is dominant at night, the reflection of solar irradiation is dominant at daytime. To handle these effects, classification approaches often require an input raster with the sun zenith angle for each pixel ( Figure 2 
CLAAS-2 Cloud Mask
The CLAAS-2 dataset [21, 45] provides different cloud properties derived from MSG SEVIRI data, including a cloud mask (CMa), cloud top height and cloud phase for the 12 years from 2004 to 2015. The algorithm used to generate the CMa data is a modified version of the SAFNWC-MSGv2012 algorithm [46] that is used for nowcasting by the Satellite Application Facility on Climate Monitoring (CM-SAF). While the algorithm was run on aggregated pixels for nowcasting to lower the required runtimes, it was applied for each pixel individually to create the CLAAS-2 dataset. The CMa provides a classification into four classes for each pixel of a SEVIRI scene [46] :
1. Cloud-free: The pixel is not contamination by cloud or snow/ice. 2. Cloud-contaminated: The pixel is partly cloudy (mixed) or filled by semitransparent clouds. 3. Cloud-filled: The pixel is completely filled by opaque clouds. 4. Snow/ice contaminated: The pixel contains snow or ice.
The CMa algorithm includes several threshold tests as well as spatial tests aggregating pixel neighborhoods that are applied to individual pixels. Pixels are first classified as cloud-contaminated using threshold values. If the value of a pixel is sufficiently distant from the threshold, it is also classified as cloud-filled. For each pixel, the confidence for the decided class is also present in the dataset. Moreover, the tests distinguish between conditions caused by solar irradiation (day, night, and twilight) as well as land and sea [46] . This allows using specific thresholds for effects such as sunglint over sea or the different properties of the 3.9 µm channel at day and night.
Since the CMa is operationally used, validation studies are available for the CLAAS-2 dataset [21] : The validation study used data from active and passive instruments on low earth orbiters. The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) is an active instrument, while MODIS is a passive instrument. The study shows that the CLAAS-2 data, including the cloud mask, agree overall very well with the reference datasets and that no severe discrepancies were found. However, since the technologies of the reference platforms and SEVIRI differ significantly, no perfect pixel matching is possible. Additionally, there are known technical limitations that include classification of snow/ice contaminated pixels. Since the corresponding rules in the CMa algorithm require reflectance information from the solar Channels 1-3 to classify snow, the snow/ice class is only available for pixels with solar irradiation and therefore only at daytime [46] .
Cloud Segmentation CNN (CS-CNN) Architecture
Due to its remarkable performance in biomedical image segmentation, we decided to use the U-Net architecture [12] as the technical platform for our CS-CNN, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Its almost symmetrical architecture resembles several other CNN architectures for image segmentation [11, 37, 38] in terms of the composition of a sequence of down-sampling layers, followed by another sequence of up-sampling layers. We used the Caffe deep learning framework [47] to implement CS-CNN as a graph of connected convolution layers. On the left hand side of Figure 3 , the input for the network is shown. The spatial coverage is 508 × 508 pixels, which matches the size of the selected study area. The depth of the input depends on the number of selected channels per scene. To evaluate the influence of the different channel characteristics, either seven or eight infrared channels (IR) and optionally the Channels 1-3 are used. The sequence of learning blocks, consisting of multiple convolution layers, is shown next to the input layer. Each block has a label (A-I) attached that refers to Table 2 where the details of the convolution layer blocks and their connections are given. The right hand side in Figure 3 depicts the computed cloud classes that return, for each pixel, the probabilities per class. Note that the output of the CS-CNN is a symmetric subset of the input with a size of only 324 × 324, since CS-CNN uses unpadded convolutions. For each of these pixels, the network outputs a five-dimensional probability vector that represents the degree of membership for each class. The meaning of the image right of the cloud classes differs when the CS-CNN is in the learning phase or in the application phase. In the learning phase, the image illustrates the reference data that are used to compare the CS-CNN result against to compute the loss for each training iteration. This information is then backpropagated through CS-CNN from right to left to adapt the weights of the different convolutional layers. In the application phase, the image represents the result of a trained model. For each pixel, CS-CNN assigns the class with the highest probability. CS-CNN has similar principles as U-Net, but differs in some aspects. The architecture consists of blocks of convolutional layers that are listed in Table 2 . In contrast to U-Net, the number of filters in each layer is much lower in CS-CNN to obtain a lighter network, and thus to improve the runtimes for classification. Each block in CS-CNN consists of two layers performing 3 × 3 pixel convolutions with rectified linear unit (ReLU) as activation functions. In Blocks D and E, dropout is used to prevent over-fitting. Down-sampling happens as the last operation in Blocks A-D. In contrast to the U-Net, we performed down-sampling by strided convolutional layers instead of pooling layers. Strided convolutions are common convolution operations but they use a larger pixel stride. This enables the CNN to learn a specific down-sampling operation for each layer. To generate a segmented image, the down-sampling sequence is followed by up-sampling. The last layers in Blocks E-I in Figure 3 perform up-sampling by transposed convolutions (deconv). Moreover, CS-CNN also utilize features from down-sampling layers again in the corresponding up-sampling counterparts. These so-called skip connections have become an indispensable component in a variety of deep neural architectures.
A further difference between CS-CNN and U-Net is that CS-CNN does not require data augmentation, such as elastic deformations, to increase the amount of training data. Augmentations are beneficial when the training dataset is small. This is, however, not necessary in our cloud segmentation study, because many annotated raw satellite images (23 TB) are available by combining the SEVIRI and CLAAS-2 data. These large datasets are difficult to manage on commodity hardware, but our experiments show that additional data constantly improves the model accuracy.
Evaluation/Experimental Setup
In this section, we present the evaluation data, the experimental setup, and the methods to measure the performance of CS-CNN. CS-CNN was trained on three different input channel configurations that were selected to evaluate the influence of channels sensitive to solar irradiation. To compare CS-CNN against a classifier for individual pixels, we additionally trained two random forest models that we also describe briefly below.
Model Training
CS-CNN training was performed for three scenarios that contain increasing levels of solar influenced channels. This setup was selected to evaluate the necessity and impact of solar channels on the segmentation. All data from SEVIRI and CLAAS-2 generated between 2004 and 2010, i.e., a total of six years, were selected as the training data for all models. Since MSG and CMa are generated in 15-min intervals, this results in approximately 205,000 scenes. After removing all corrupted data, a total of 200,000 scenes remained for training. A scene was removed if either an MSG channel or the CMa was corrupt. The remaining scenes were randomly inserted in a list that was used for training.
Scenario A contains all 11 channels including Channels 1-3 that are dark at night. Recall that each training iteration consists of one scene with all 11 channels and the corresponding CLAAS-2 cloud mask representing the "truth". While CS-CNN can handle dark areas without changes, glare effects in the reflectance Channels 1-3 can disturb the training process. We found that spiking loss (or error) values occurred during training when specific night scenes were ingested. This is because glare effects occur at night when the affected pixel should be dark. For certain sun angles, light either directly reaches the sensor or is reflected by the surface, while the other pixels of the scene are dark. For the study area covering Europe, this is especially true in the summer months. To solve this issue, we added a preprocessing step that masks a channel as completely dark when a glare effect occurs.
Scenario B includes thermal Channels 5-11 and Channel 4 that is dominated by the solar signal during daytime and the thermal signal at night. This reduces the influence of changing characteristics caused by the transition between day and night that CS-CNN needs to handle. Note that reducing the number of input channels does not create other changes in CS-CNN.
In Scenario C, only Channels 5-11 that are not directly influenced by solar irradiation are used for training. Thus, the channel characteristics will not change between day and night. Therefore, this scenario is expected to be the easiest to train.
The training of all three scenarios was performed with an NVidia GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. We selected Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM) [48] as our optimization method, since it provides excellent results and fast convergence. This is beneficial, since the training with all available scenes takes approximately 34 h. To validate the models during and after training, we used data from 2012, which contains 35,040 scenes. A random sample of 1200 scenes from 2012 was selected for this task. Figure 4 shows the training loss and the accuracy measured while training all model scenarios. The loss of all three scenarios drops rapidly until it is below 0.3, then it keeps decreasing with an increasing number of training iterations. At the same time, the accuracy of each scenario keeps increasing. After 30,000 iterations, equal to the number of scenes produced per year, the accuracy of Scenarios B and C approaches 90%, while Scenario A is already above 90%. Overall, Scenario A shows the highest accuracy and the lowest loss, but only with a small margin. 
Evaluation Data
To evaluate and compare the performance of the models, we randomly selected 8000 scenes from 2011. The training data include only scenes for 2004-2010, which implies a total independence of the evaluation data and the training data. After removing corrupted scenes, a total of 7977, 23% of the 35,040 scenes created per year were used for evaluation and comparison.
One of the challenges for cloud detection is the treatment of snow. While cloud and cloud-free pixels are equally distributed over scenes, the snow class is limited to daytime in the CLAAS-2 CMa scenes. Additionally, the occurrence of snow pixels in the study area is tied to seasonality. Figure 5 shows the variance as well as the mean snow fraction per scene aggregated by month of the year (a) and hour of the day (b). High fractions of snow pixels only occur during the winter months on the northern hemisphere where the maximum fraction per scene is 9.2%. In the summer months, the maximum and the mean fraction of snow pixels per scene fall below 0.05%. The right plot shows the dependency on sunlight for snow pixel information in the CMa product. Note that snow pixels are not available for night hours. During day, snow pixels mostly occur between 08:00 and 13:00, i.e., when there is a lot of sunlight. The maximum fraction of snow pixels is 9.2%. 
Random Forest
We decided to use a random forest (RF) introduced by Breiman [49] as a competitor of CS-CNN in our comparison. RF classifies individual pixels and creates a classification by applying the model to each pixel. Recently, RF has been shown to perform very well for classifying multispectral satellite data [8, 26] . RF is an ensemble learning method combining a large number of standard decision trees. In an RF model, each tree is trained separately by taking a bootstrap sample from the training dataset. The trees are built by splitting a random subset of the original input features at each node. The data are split in such a way that within each subset a chosen error function is minimal. This procedure is recursively repeated until the complete training dataset has been processed. An RF is straightforward to use and can easily handle vast numbers of input features and supports large datasets due to its sampling approach. The RF model used in this study is implemented in the Scikit-learn package for Python provided by Pedregosa et al. [50] .
Equivalent to CS-CNN training, the same set and order of training scenes were used to generate two scenarios: In Scenario D, all 11 SEVIRI channels are used as independent input features to train the model. However, when used for multispectral classification, RF methods often use auxiliary data such as terrain elevation, the satellite viewing angle, and handcrafted geo-statistical texture features [8] . Therefore, we examined a second RF scenario (Scenario E) where additional features are introduced. These are combined channels (differences) as well as geo-statistical texture features. Note that these geo-statistical features provide information about spatial structure in the SEVIRI data. Afterwards, a recursive feature elimination was conducted to select the most relevant features, as reported in Table 3 . 
Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics are based on the comparison of the CMa data with the results of the trained model scenarios. For each scene of the evaluation data, the classification generated by a model is compared pixel by pixel with the CLAAS-2 cloud mask, and the results are represented as confusion matrices for each class as well as combined (overall). A confusion matrix contains four counters to track the true positive classified pixels (correctly predicted events), the false positive (incorrectly predicted events), the true negative (correctly predicted no-events) and the false negative ones (incorrectly predicted no-events). For each scene independently, local confusion matrices are generated to compare individual scenes and analyze the distribution of the evaluation metrics over time. Additionally, the local confusion matrices are combined into global confusion matrices that cover all scenes and represent 837,393,552 classified pixels in total. This is the foundation to calculate the following indicators for the performance of each model. First, the accuracy of a class is the portion of positive and negative pixels classified correctly. Second, Probability of Detection (POD) returns the portion of pixels that correctly belong to a class. Third, Probability of False Detection (POFD) gives the relative amount of pixels falsely classified. Fourth, False Alarm Ratio (FAR) provides the probability of a false classification if a pixel is classified as belonging to a class. The metrics are described in detail by Jolliffe and Stephenson [51] and are also used by similar studies (e.g., [8, 26, 52] ).
The described metrics are used to evaluate the performance of each model. In addition to the accuracy of each class, which measures the proportion of correctly (positively or negatively) classified pixels, we calculated POD that indicates the proportion of pixels that correctly belong to a class. Information on errors is provided by POFD, the ratio of false classifications and the number of all pixels, and FAR indicating the proportion of pixels that a model has classified as belonging to a class where this is false. The bias provides information whether a model overestimates or underestimates a class, i.e., optimally the bias is 1.0. To determine the skill of the models, we calculated the HSS. The HSS reflects discrimination and reliability and measures the improvement compared to a (random) standard classification.
Evaluation Results
The goal of this section is to report our experimental results of the different scenarios introduced in Sections 4.1 and 4.3. First, we show an example classification for a single scene using both classification approaches, the CS-CNN and the RF method. Then, we compare the global statistics of all three deep learning scenarios (Scenarios A-C) and the two RF scenarios (Scenarios D and E). The robustness of the different models is investigated by comparing the distribution and variance of the classifications of all individual scenes. Additionally, we investigate the impact of seasonality and the time of day on the models. Finally, we show the influence of pixels located close to the spatial boundaries of cloud entities.
Example Scene and Performance
The scene introduced in Section 3 was also selected to present a first example of the CS-CNN and the random forest classification. Figure 6 shows the cloud mask of CS-CNN and RF on the left hand side and right hand side, respectively. The RGB composite of the SEVIRI Channels 1-3 as well as the CLAAS-2 cloud mask of this scene are depicted in Figure 1 . Again, the four classes (cloud-free, cloud-contaminated, cloud-filled and snow/ice) are visualized. Additionally, we added a different colorization for pixels where the class selected by the model does not match the original class in the CMa.
CS-CNN Segmentation
Random Table 4a ,b, where the overall skill is 0.905 for the CS-CNN while the RF archives a skill of 0.885. While both results deviate slightly from the original, the CS-CNN shows differences to the original model only at spatial boundaries of entities. The RF classification shows many differences at the north-eastern corner, where a large cloud-free area is classified as clouded. These areas in northern Germany are bright, probably sandy, ground pixels and in the northwest pixels corresponding to the coastline. Both are common problems [16, 18] that can occur when classifying clouds. The statistics agree with that observation and show a cloud-free skill of 0.920 for the CS-CNN and 0.865 for the RF model. In the same area, the RF model also underestimates snow patches, which correlates with the skill for snow classification. It is 0.668, while the CS-CNN has a skill of 0.824. The confusion matrices generated for both models show that undetected snow pixels are equally classified by CS-CNN as cloud-free (257 of 595) and cloud-filled (314 of 595), while RF assigns most of them as cloud-filled (754 of 945).
Both approaches were run on a machine with Intel i7-5930K CPU (3.5GHz), 64 GB RAM, and an NVidia GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. Data loading is implemented equally for all methods and the loading time is excluded from the execution times stated in the following. Caffe can run CS-CNN (A) on CPU and on GPU. The execution time on the CPU for CS-CNN is 1.24 s while a run on the GPU takes only 25 ms on average.
The application of the RF model (E) to all pixels of a scene takes 1.86 s on average. The implementation uses the Scikit-learn library and runs on the CPU. It uses all 12 CPU cores for RF training and application. The RF scenario requires the generation of spatial features and channel combinations for each scene, which takes 1.44 s and is included in the runtime. While GPU based RF implementations are also available (e.g., [53] ), the Scikit-learn results allow a comparison of the accuracy of the technologies. Additionally, the overhead for feature generation and channel combinations is independent of the RF implementation.
Global Results
To evaluate the performance and to compare the trained CS-CNN models with the RF models, the global statistics of all classes are presented in Table 5a -e. For this part of the evaluation, the results from all test scenes were combined to generate global confusion matrices. Therefore, the presented tables show the results calculated using all pixels considered in the evaluation. Table 5a shows the results for the cloud-free class. CS-CNN Scenario A, trained with all channels, dominates all metrics except POD and bias, while Scenario C, trained without solar channels, shows the highest POD, it has higher FAR and POFD values. Scenario D, the RF trained with all channels, shows the smallest bias, but the other values are not as good as in the CS-CNN scenarios. The accuracy and HSS values of RF Scenario E are smaller than the CS-CNN values, and the error values are smaller than the error values of Scenarios A and B.
The metrics for the cloud-contaminated class are shown in Table 5b . RF Scenario E shows the best values for this class. This scenario is also the only scenario that overestimates this class, as indicated by the bias. Additionally, the other RF scenario (Scenario D) shows values clearly below the values of the CS-CNN scenarios. The CS-CNN metrics show the best accuracy and skill values for all channels (Scenario A), and the lowest error values are achieved for the scenario without solar influenced channels (Scenario C). Table 5c shows the metrics for the cloud-filled class. Here, CS-CNN Scenario A again shows the highest accuracy, skill, and POD values. CS-CNN trained without the reflectance channels (Channels 1-3) shows the lowest error values. Both RF scenarios (Scenarios D and E) have higher error values than any CS-CNN scenario. Scenario D clearly shows the lowest accuracy and skill, Scenario E shows the second best.
The snow class results are presented in Table 5d . Here, the accuracy values are very high for all scenarios, which is related to the small fraction of snow pixels per scene, as indicated by Figure 5 . The HSS of CS-CNN Scenario A (0.882) is the only one exceeding 80%. The POD is also clearly dominated by the CS-CNN scenarios, while both RF scenarios are below 70%. The FAR values are high for CS-CNN without solar channels and lowest for RF scenarios, while the POFD is very low for all scenarios.
The accuracy and the HSS for all classes combined are presented in Table 5e . For both metrics, CS-CNN Scenario A shows the highest values. The scenario with the second best values is CS-CNN Scenario B with a very small difference separating it from RF Scenario E. While the CS-CNN without solar channels is very close to the other ones, the RF Scenario D shows the lowest values with a clear difference to the next best scenario.
Robustness
For a robust model, values such as accuracy and skill (HSS) should have a high median value and a small range for each class over individual scenes. Additionally, different classes should also be at a similar accuracy and skill levels to keep the overall skill level even if distributions of pixels per class changes. Figure 7 shows the box-plots of HSS and POD for all five models in the same order as the tables in the previous section. Here, the box-plots are created from the individual results of each of the 7977 evaluation scenes. The box represents the second and third quartile, containing 50% of the scenes, while the median is represented as the (green) dividing line. For a robust model, i.e., a model that produces reliable results and a constant quality level, we expect small boxes. This means that the HSS values of a class are, in the optimal case, not changing between scenes with different class distribution. Additionally, the whiskers, representing the overall data distribution, should cover only a small area so that there is no extreme difference between high and low values.
The first row in Figure 7 represents CS-CNN Scenario A. The left plot shows the HSS, the right plot shows the POD generated from all 7977 scenes. For HSS, almost identical median values and value ranges are displayed for the cloud-free and cloud classes as well as for all classes combined. The snow class shows a HSS median value of 0.8, and the second and third quartiles cover a range from 0.5 to 0.9.
CS-CNN Scenario B is shown Figure 7b , indicating the impact of removing Channels 1-3. Most classes show a pattern similar to Scenario C, with slightly lower values. Similar to the global results in the previous section, the values of the ice/snow ice class show the largest changes. The value ranges of HSS and POD shift down and grow. Most notably, the HSS medium value for snow/ice is now 0.6. CS-CNN Scenario C, represented by Figure 7c , again shows patterns similar to the previous two scenarios. Cloud and cloud-free classes have slightly lower values compared to Scenario B, which is also true for all classes combined Again, the ice/snow class deviates significantly from the other classes. Here, the median of the HSS is 0.3, while the POD shows a median similar to Scenario B.
Comparing the RF Scenario D, which uses all SEVIRI channels, with the equivalent CS-CNN Scenario A, it can be seen that the overall HSS and the overall distribution are considerably lower and cover larger ranges. The median for the cloud classes and overall show a uniform level near 0.8, while the HSS for ice/snow is at 0.6. The POD for all CS-CNN scenarios have a nearly identical pattern, which can also be seen for this RF model, albeit with significantly lower values and larger value ranges. RF Scenario E, which uses all SEVIRI channels, auxiliary data, and spatial statistics, improves all metrics except for snow when compared with the previous RF model. When compared with the CS-CNN Scenario A, it is visible that the HSS median and the second and third quartile box for most classes show value ranges at a lower level. The exception is the cloud-contaminated class that shows a very high median value and a small box between 0.9 and 1.0. Compared to the previous RF model, the HSS values for snow/ice are lower, which can also be seen on the POD plot.
Seasonal and Diurnal Dependencies
The snow class in the CMa data depends on seasonality, since there is less snow in Europe in the summer months. Additionally, the CMa algorithm uses the reflectance information from solar Channels 1-3 to classify pixels as snow covered. Therefore, there are no snow pixels in the CMa data at night [46] . The influence of this aspect requires further investigation. Figure 8 shows the HSS values grouped and aggregated by month of the year on the left side and by hour of the day on the right side. For all CS-CNN scenarios, the seasonal variation of the cloud classes and the combined classes is quite low. All classes show values between 0.8 and 1.0, which are constant over the year, where Scenario A shows the highest values. However, the snow/ice class reaches a HSS level of 0.9 during winter months, which is at the skill level of the other classes, but drops to 0.4 during the summer months. A dependency on the hour of the day is also clearly shown by the right plot. In the night hours, no HSS is shown for snow/ice pixels while it rapidly rises (and falls) with solar irradiation between 5 am and 6 pm to a level of 0.8.
Similar to the previous results, CS-CNN Scenarios B and C show slightly lower HSS values for all classes. While the HSS of the cloud classes and overall remains at a high level, significant changes are visible for the snow/ice class. Scenario B shows lower HSS and POD values, and Scenario C shows that the HSS level during summer months drops to 0.1.
The RF Scenario D show seasonality patterns similar to the previous CS-CNN scenarios, but at lower value range. For all classes and overall, relatively constant HSS values between 0.7 and 0.9 are visible, with the exception of the snow/ice class. For this class, a comparable skill is shown during the winter months. However, it drops to to 0.4 during summer, similar to CS-CNN Scenario A. The diurnal distribution of performance shows a similar pattern. At night no skill for snow/ice is displayed, with solar irradiation, the skill rises up to 0.7 and varies over the day. The patterns for the RF Scenario E show the most significant seasonal and diurnal dependencies, while still resembling the ones shown by the other scenarios. In contrast to the other models, this one shows clearly visible differences for all classes for daytime and month of the year. Cloud classes stay between an HSS of 0.8 and 1.0, however, they show more deviating value levels. The snow/ice class again shows different patterns. While the performance in the winter months is similar to the other RF model, the performance drops to a value near 0.0 during summer. The diurnal distribution shows similar patterns but snow/ice stays below an HSS of 0.6 during daytime.
Impact of Entity Boundaries
As shown in Figure 6 , the CS-CNN segmentation shows deviations from the original cloud mask almost exclusively at cloud or snow entity boundaries (or edges). The RF classification in the same figure also shows a similar pattern, but there are also larger areas that do not match the CLAAS-2 cloud mask. To determine the actual effect of this error type, the evaluation of the results was modified in such a way that deviating pixels at entity boundaries are selectively excluded. Pixels at a boundary have at least one adjacent pixel with a different class. Now, we adapt the evaluation in such a way that we do not count pixels as wrong if there is at least a certain number of neighbors in the original cloud mask with the same class. If all eight neighbors of a pixel have the same class in the CMa, but the pixel class deviates from the CMa, it could be considered noise. In the other cases, it can be assumed that the pixel is at the edge of an entity.
For the range of 8 to 1 required correct adjacent pixels, the evaluation was executed again for CS-CNN Scenario C. Figure 9 shows the resulting HSS values for the range of required correct neighbors. Reducing noise already shows an influence on the performance metrics of the segmentation. Excluding the pixels at entity boundaries from the evaluation clearly shows that the HSS increases above 98% for all classes. Even if only those pixels are excluded that have at least four neighbors with the same class in the original cloud mask, a significantly better result is already achieved. 
Discussion
In this section, we discuss how CS-CNN copes with several issues compared to previous approaches for cloud classification.
The first issue of previous methods is their poor usage of spatial information. This is different for CS-CNN, since it is based on U-NET, an architecture for image segmentation, as described in Section 3.3. Similar to U-Net, CS-CNN uses convolutional layers and learns to classify the multispectral SEVIRI data from spatial structures on multiple resolutions. Our results, presented in Section 5, show that CS-CNN produces excellent classifications with an overall HSS above 90% and accuracy levels above 94%. Looking back at the results of the specific models, clear patterns emerge. First, it is obvious that using solar reflectance Channels 1-3 improves the results of the CS-CNN. While the cloud classes show very good results in all scenarios and continue to improve with an increasing number of scenes for learning, the snow class is particularly striking. However, it should also be noted that the results for scenarios that do not include Channels 1-3, already show good POD values for the snow class. Confusion matrices generated over all scenes for CS-CNN (A) and RF (E) contain the distribution of undetected snow pixels, which is similar to the example scene. CS-CNN assigns them equally as cloud-free (45%) and cloud-filled (51%) while RF assigns the majority (67%) of them as cloud-filled. A look at the robustness of the models shows that the CS-CNN model using Channels 5-11 is already very robust. The skill of all classes is improved by adding solar channels, but only the snow class changes significantly. Therefore, we conclude that the IR channels alone are sufficient to generate robust cloud masks where the skill of each class is at the same level and has a small value range, as described in Section 5.3.
As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, threshold-based and machine learning approaches require expert knowledge to identify relevant rules and features by hand. Productive cloud masks such as CLAAS-2 CMa use many rules to handle different characteristics of multispectral data where various parameters such as the position of the sun play a role in the classification. The random forest used in our study learns a classification of cloud pixels from the multispectral SEVIRI data. However, as shown in Section 5, it is not sufficient to use the satellite data alone. The first RF model shows lower HSS and POD values than the CS-CNN models. Only by adding additional data, handcrafted spatial information, and channel combinations, an RF model could be generated that comes close to the results of CS-CNN. This is not necessary when using CS-CNN, because CNNs learn the spatial features inherently. Moreover, in terms of robustness, we observed another strength of the CS-CNN models. The CS-CNN models provide very homogeneous classifications for all classes. This is different for the most advanced RF model. Although the feature selection for the model has led to improvements for the cloud classes, it considerably worsened the results of the snow class. This clearly shows that the use of the CS-CNN is considerably more robust than RF since the cloud and cloud-free classes show similar HSS values with small variability. Additionally, SC-CNN is not sensitive to common classification problems such as bright surface pixels (sand) and coast lines. Moreover, the application of traditional learning methods such as RF requires considerably more expert knowledge in terms of handcrafted features and feature selection.
The third issue is the need to support nowcasting and processing of large time series with respect to low latency and fast processing, respectively. Deep learning frameworks, such as Caffe, speed up CNN execution by implementing the different layers for execution on GPUs. Thus, the runtime required to classify a single scene is very short (within milliseconds), as shown in Section 5. The proposed CS-CNN classifies an input scene instantly (25 ms) on a GPU. Execution on a CPU requires a significantly longer time (1.24 s) and the classification using RF takes 1.86 s which includes the time to generate spatial information and combine channels.
In the following, we look at the special aspects and challenges of CNNs for cloud detection and multipectral data. A great effort was the preparation of the training and evaluation data, which in this case was the pre-processing of 23 TB of compressed raw data into tiles and the transformation of raw values into physical values. Here, we see a considerable need for improvements, which would also be beneficial for other approaches. For example, it would be a great advantage to describe pre-processing as a reusable and portable workflow. This would be similar to the design of CNNs in Caffe, which are described textually as a graph of operations. This would make re-application, adaptation to other data, and parameter changes much easier.
Despite its excellent performance, one of the important requirements of CS-CNN is the availability of ground truth information for the learning phase and the performance evaluation. In particular, a public dataset with only correct labels of clouds is not available yet. Additionally, labeling the amount of data used for this study manually is infeasible. We circumvented the problem by using a well validated dataset, CLAAS-2 CMa, as reference data for CS-CNN. Note that CLAAS-2 CMa suffers equally from the challenges presented in Section 3 for the SEVIRI data. Our study also shows that a large amount of training data constantly improves the accuracy of the model. However, it can be seen in Section 4.1 from the training progress that even small amounts can produce accurate models. This can be complemented by technologies for data augmentation as used by U-Net [12] . Data augmentation generates additional training data, e.g., through distortions or rotations of the available data.
An interesting aspect is whether the use of a different classification technique can identify relationships that are not explicitly specified. We used CLAAS-2 CMa for training, which uses threshold-based methods. These require the VIS channels to detect snow in the SEVIRI data. We know that the performance of CS-CNN for the snow class depends on the time of day, as shown in Section 4.2. As expected, CS-CNN can detect the snow class better if the solar channels are included. However, this only means that the CNN can resemble the CLAAS-2 CMa better and not that the classification of the real snow cover is actually more correct. Obviously, CS-CNN is able to learn correlations that are only implicit in the original. This is evident from the fact that the snow areas can be well classified from IR data alone. The median FAR values for the snow class of the IR only CS-CNN models are 45% and 36%. However, the CLAAS-2 CMa does not contain snow in night scenes, so even a correct detection of snow would be considered wrong and increase the FAR in these cases. We have observed scenes in which CS-CNN has detected obvious snow areas even if they were not included in the original. It is therefore possible that the CS-CNN classification can perform some aspects better than the original. For a more detailed investigation, however, real ground truth data are required.
There are several objectives for future work. For example, we need to generate real ground truth data, which often are not available for remote sensing tasks. This is especially relevant for snow, where pixels in night scenes could be considered as snow if the day scenes before and after had snow. Furthermore, the very good results obtained by the presented CS-CNN suggest to apply CS-CNN to similar challenges. For example, classification of individual cloud types, detection of precipitation areas, and estimation of rainfall will be examined in our future work. Therefore, additional input data such as cloud top pressure or model data should be examined. Future work could also enhance e-research systems/labs such as the VAT system [54] to combine CNN training and execution with workflow-based data handling, preprocessing, and visualization of results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present CS-CNN, a novel cloud mask generation approach using a CNN with a segmentation architecture. We show that the architecture of CS-CNN is very well-suited to process multispectral remote sensing data and to classify clouds. Compared with a frequently used random forest approach, CS-CNN requires significantly less expert knowledge and effort. Compared with the random forest approach, the results of CS-CNN show higher accuracy, are produced faster, and are significantly more robust, i.e., they are more consistent. CS-CNN provides high overall accuracy (0. 
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